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Correlation-function approach to the momentum difFusion
of atoms moving in standing waves
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We consider the momentum diffusion of atoms moving in a standing-wave laser field. We show
how the correlation-function approach as originally applied to atoms at rest can be generalized to
derive the velocity dependence of the momentum diffusion coefficient in standing waves, and that it
gives results in agreement with the transport-equation approach to laser cooling. As an example we

apply our calculations to determine the achievements of laser cooling in intense fields where cooling
may occur around a nonvanishing velocity. Here we obtain temperatures which are 30'% lower than
the corresponding minimum obtained around zero velocity. Our explicit calculations involve usage
of the optical Bloch equations, the quantum regression theorem, and the matrix continued-fraction
method.

PACS number(s): 42.50.—p, 42.60—v, 32.80.—t

I. INTRODUCTION

In the so-called semiclassical theories of laser cooling
one attempts to derive and to solve an equation of mo-
tion involving only the phase-space distribution of atoms
in position and momentum. Dealing, on one hand, with
a classical description of the center-of-mass atomic mo-
tion and, on the other hand, with a quantum description
of the atomic excitation and decay processes, the identi-
fication of the effects of one on the other presents both
a paradigm for quantum physics and a problem of great
practical interest. For these reasons it is satisfactory that
by taking different approaches to the problem one arrives
at identical expressions for the quantities of importance,
the mean force and the momentum diffusion coefficient.

Two different approaches to the problem have been
used: (a) Minogin [1] and more recently Javanainen [2]
were able, under suitable approximations, to transform
the transport equation for the Wigner function into a
Fokker-Planck equation involving only the atomic center-
of-mass phase-space distribution. The force and diffu-
sion coefficient are easily identifiable quantities in this
equation. Straightforward methods aiming directly at
obtaining the velocity-dependent force and diffusion co-
efficient have been presented by Berg-S@rensen et al. [3].
(b) A correlation-function approach to momentum diffu-
sion used by Cook [4] and by Gordon and Ashkin [5] has
been proven by Dalibard and Cohen-Tannoudji [6 to be
equivalent to the transport-equation treatment for atoms
ct rest.

In this paper we extend the work on the correlation-
function approach and show that this represents an al-
ternative derivation of the diffusion coefficient for moving
atoms in a standing-wave field.

In a first approximation one has often considered only
the linear part of the force, E = —o.v, and only the zero-
velocity diffusion coefFicient. These quantities lead to a

Gaussian velocity distribution characterized by a tem-
perature

k~T = M(v ) = D/n.

For a velocity distribution that probes the full velocity
dependence of F and D this is far from sufficient. This
was discussed by Berg-S@rensen et al. [3], and compar-
isons between the solutions to the Fokker-Planck equa-
tion, keeping F(v) and D(v), and exact quantum calcu-
lations were made. In particular for lighter atoms the
velocity dependence of the diffusion coefIicient and the
force is important. Other situations where the veloc-
ity dependence of F and D is important arise even for
heavier atoms when there is a nonzero stable velocity
F(vp) = 0 and where atoms may be cooled to velocities
around vo. To determine the temperature, one must cal-
culate the slope of the force and the diffusion coefficient
at this particular velocity krrT = D(vp)/cr(vp). This is,
for example, the case for the studies of cooling around
the so-called doppleron (velocity-tuned) resonances [7].

In Sec. II we present the relation between the diffu-
sion coefficient and the two-time correlation functions
associated with the fluctuations of the atomic dipole in
a standing-wave laser field. In Sec. III we develop the
framework for the evaluation of such correlation func-
tions, and in Sec. IV we apply the formulation of Sec. III
to examine cooling around a doppleron velocity in intense
fields.

II. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
AS A TWO-TIME CORRELATION FUNCTION

Consider a two-level atom with transition frequency
ao, interacting with a standing-wave laser field of fre-
quency u. In addition the atom interacts with the vac-
uum field Er (r). This accounts for the effects of spon-
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taneous emission. The total Hamiltonian can be written
as

P2
H =

2M
+ 2'(le)(el —lg)(gl)

—d Ep cos(kz) cos(~t)(le)(gl + lg)(el)
—d. Ev(le)(gl+ lg)(el) + HcR,

6A = A —(A).

Then the difFusion coefficient is defined by

2Dt = lim, (AP~(t)).

Using Eqs. (5) and (10) we therefore obtain

(10)

2M 2

hQ—
2

cos(kz)(le)(gl+ lg)(el)

—(d Ev le) (gle + H.c.) + Ho~,

where Ev are the positive and the negative frequency
components of the vacuum field. The detuning b and the
Rabi frequency 0 are defined by

~ Epb=~ —~p, 0=
h

(4)

Let us now determine the force acting on the atom.
Using (3) we obtain the Heisenberg equation for the mo-
rnentum operator

where d is the dipole matrix element, Ie) and Ig) are the
excited and ground states of the atom, 2M describes the
center-of-mass motion, and HpR gives the free Hamilto-
nian of the radiation field. We make the transformation
to a frame rotating with the frequency a and we drop all
counter-rotating terms; then (2) reduces to

2D= limp —(AP (t))
Bg

= limp d~(AF(t)AF(t —r) + AF(t —~)AF(t))
—:2DI. + 2D~,

where Dv is the contribution from the vacuum modes
[Fv term in (5)] and is known [4,6] to be given by

1
u = (U) = 2(le)(gl+ lg)(el) = 2(Pg. + P.g)

2D = —(hk) I'p„(t). (12)

Here I' is the rate of decay of the excited state to the
ground state. Note that (12) has a simple interpreta-
tion in terms of the directional distribution of emitted
photons.

The cross terms like (FI.Fv) do not contribute due
to symmetry [8], and we are now left with the problem
of evaluating the correlation function of Fl. . Note that
we are assuming the classical trajectory of the atom and
hence the dynamics of the internal degrees of freedom can
be described by the optical Bloch equations. On defining

dP, I
P, = = [P„H] —= F—.I, +Fv

dt ih
1

v = (&) = —(le)(gl —g)(el) = (pg. —p g)—, . (»)
2i

Skag
»n(kz)(le)(gl + Ig)(el) (6)

1~ = (~) = 2(le)(e —lg)(gl) = 2(p- —pgg),

Fv = (d Ev+)e' 'Ie)(gl+ H.c.

At this stage we make the semiclassical approxima-
tion of taking the trajectory of the atoms as given by
z = vt. Thus the mean value of the force is essentially
determined by the dynamics of the internal variables like
the dipole moment of the atom. Similarly the fluctua-
tions in the force will be determined by the fluctuations
in the dipole moment. The mean value of F~ vanishes.
This is because the vacuum field involves a sum over all
plane-wave modes, and by symmetry the average of k is
zero.

From now on we will omit the sufBx z from the force,
etc. Thus

the optical Bloch equations can be written as

du I'
= 6v ——0,

d8 2
dv I'—= —tIu ——v + A cos(kz) ui,

2
dm I'= -I'u~ ———0 cos(kz)v.
dt 2

(14)

(FI,) = —hkA sin(kvt)u(t).

These are the equations for a static atom at the position
z. For a moving atom with velocity v, the position z is

replaced by vt.
With the notation of (13) the mean force (8) can be

written as

5k'
(F,) = (F) = — sin kz(pg, + p,g),2

(8)
The contribution DI, to difFusion using (6), (11),and (13)
becomes

where p p are the matrix elements of the density oper-
ator for the atomic system. Let us denote the quantum
fluctuations in any quantity by

2DL, ——hmg~~

x ((AU(t), AU(t —~)j). (16)

d~(hkA) sin(kvt) sin[kv(t —~)]
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(FL, ) = —hkAsin(kz)u,

2DL, = (nkn)'sin' kz
t

x limt d~((AU(t), ~U(t —~))).

If we write the optical Bloch equations as

Thus the mean force and the difFusion can be obtained
from the knowledge of the solution of (14). This is be-
cause the two-time correlation function ((EU. (t), AU(t—
~))):—(AU(t) AU(t —w) +AU(t —~)AU(t) ) appearing in
(16) can be evaluated from the solution of (14) and the
quantum regression theorem [9]. Note that for a moving
atom 2DL, in (16) does not converge to a constant value
but to a periodic function as t —+ oo. In Sec. III we shall
obtain the mean value of this function.

Most previous work has evaluated (16) for atoms at
rest. We illustrate the procedure in order to indicate
how it works. First, we rewrite (15) and (16) for atoms
at rest,

algebra of the atomic operators:

t' ((»U)) —2(U)(U) )
@(t— t — )= ((V U)) —2(V) (U)

( ((W, U)) —2(W)(U) )
(24)

—2uv
& -2u~ )

where we take the stationary values [from (21)] for
(u, v, rv). Equations (23) and (24) enable us to calcu-
late the correlation function appearing in (18). However,
according to (16) we do not need the explicit t depen-
dence of the correlation matrix 4 but only its integral
over time. Using the value (24) for @(t—i-, t —~) and the
fact that the correlations (22) vanish in the limit of large
time separation, we obtain from an explicit integration
of (23), with respect to the later time t from t —7. to
oo that Dl, can be written as the first component of the
algebraic solution

d = MQ+ I, g = (u, v, ur)", (19)
2Dr, = —(hkO) sin (kz) [M 4(t —i, t —~)]i. (25)

where

6r

0 —0 cos(kz)
0 cos(kz)

—r)
(20)

It should be borne in mind that M, u, v, and m are
functions of position through the cos kz term in (20) . The
above calculations (inversions of 3x3 matrices) are in-
deed not very complicated to carry out analytically [4,5]
and the procedure easily generalizes to more complicated
atomic transitions and laser configurations, e.g. , in two
and three dimensions [10].

0

2)

then in the stationary state

I'
MQ + I = 0 m u = —(M I) i ——(M ) rs —.

2
(21)

( ((&U(t) &U(t — ))) )
@(t,t —~) = ((AV(t), AU(t —~)))

( ((AW(t), AU(t —~))) )
(22)

Note that with the definitions (13) the optical Bloch
equations (14) and (19) can be viewed as equations
for the mean values of the time-dependent (Heisen-
berg picture) operators (U, V, W). The fluctuations
(AU, AV, AW) will therefore have mean values formally
obeying (19) without the inhornogeneous term. Now,
these quantities identically vanish for all times, but using
the quantum regression theorem [9], we obtain that the
correlation matrix [where the initial time t —i is consid-
ered as fixed, i.e. , we are considering the time evolution
from (t —i.) to t]

III. DIFFUSION OF MOVING ATOMS

d = M g+ M e '""'Q+ M e'""'/+ I
dt

where

(26)

b 0~
Mp ——

~

—6 —— 0
5 o o'-I)

(27)

In this section we consider the application of the for-
rnalism of Sec. II to evaluate (15) and (16) for moving
atoms. We note that the optical Bloch equations now
involve terms which are periodic in time. The solutions
of the optical Bloch equations with periodic terms have
been studied extensively [11,12]. Also the fluctuations
have been studied in order to obtain the spectrum of res-
onance fluorescence [13],for example, from atoms moving
in standing-wave laser fields.

For moving atoms, z = vt, we write (19) in the form

satisfies the same set of homogeneous equations

(23)

(0
M+ ——M = 0

&0

0 0

o)

The initial conditions on 4, i.e. , values at t —+ (t —w)
with (t —w) fixed, can be obtained from the equal-time

The equation for the correlation matri~ (22) is written
in the similar form
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dC
+=M @+M e-'""'@+M ~'""'@. ~. The two-time correlation matrix will therefore have a

Fourier expansion, e.g. , with respect to the later time,

The periodic steady-state solution of (26) has the form

y(t) ) @(n)einA:vt

e(t, t — ) = ) (36)

where the column Q("& (for each n value) has three com-
ponents. All components of g are real and hence

(y(n) )
e q( —n) (3o)

2Di = s(hk) I' lim (~ + (u)(t))) = zs(hk) I'(z + @s( l).

(32)

Thus the average force and diffusion D~ are known in
terms of the Fourier components @(n&.

To obtain the Fourier components Q("& we insert the
decomposition (29) in (26) to obtain the recurrence rela-
tion, where b„o is the Kronecker delta,

O = (M, —i nkv)@
"(l +M, @("+'l + M q("

+I . ~no (33)

The three term recursion relation (33) can be solved

using matrix continued fractions [14]. By applying the
ansatz

(34)

one obtains from Eq. (33) the equations for H„ i and

rn

H„ i ———(Mo —inkv + M+H„) M
(35)

r„=—(Mo —inkv+ M+H„) (M+r„+i + I.bnp).

By assuming that H~ and r~+& vanish for sufFiciently

large N one can iterate these equations towards n = 0
where Eq. (30) allows us to terminate the resulting con-

tinued fraction and obtain an equation for g(0& and all

higher Fourier components using (34). For details see the
appendix of Ref. [3].

We now examine the solution of (28) for the two-time
correlation functions 4'(t, t —r). We cannot, as in Sec. II,
simply assume the stationary state at the initial time t —~
which would make 4 a function of the time difference
r = t —(t —r) only. Instead we note that the system has

a periodic steady state so that 4(t, t —r) is a function
which depends periodically on the location of the time
interval (t —r, t), and in a way that can be determined
from the quantum regression theorem, on its duration

On using (29) and (30) in (15), and taking the time av-

erage we obtain

(~,) = nknlm(qI").

The time average of Dv [defined by Eq. (12)] can also be
written in terms of Q:

4'("l (r)dr (38)

the recurrence relations

—e("l(0) = (Mo —inkv)i("'+M 4("+'&+M i(" "
(39)

where 4(n~(0) are determined from the initial values of
the two-time correlation functions

4(t —r, t —r) = ) 4 ("l(0)e'"""(t (4o)

To obtain 4("&(0) we use Eq. (24), substitute the solu-
tion of (33) for u, v and vi and rearrange the resulting

double series in the form of (40). The 4("l's are thus
determined from the solution of the recurrence relations
(39). These inhomogeneous equations can also be solved
in terms of the matrix continued fractions Eqs. (34) and

(35) where the I 6no term now is to be replaced by the
set of coefficients obtained from Eq. (40).

In order to evaluate the diffusion coefficient (16) we
have to consider the modified correlation function

where the expansion coefFicients depend on the duration
of the interval (t —r, t). The time derivative in (28) is
with respect to the later time t, assuming the initial time
t r to—be fixed, that is, it represents changes due to both
a variation in t and a variation in the duration ~. Ap-
plying this to Eq. (36), we obtain terms from the Fourier
coefficients, which can be written (d@("ljdr exp(inkvt),
and terms from the exponentials inkv4(" exp(inkvt).
The right-hand side of (28) describes the evolution at
time t, and rearranging terms we obtain the equations
for e("&(r):

de&"~ = (Mo —inkv)0("'+M 0("+"+M 4(" "
d7

(37)

As in the steps leading to (33) we have transformed a
periodic time-dependent problem in three variables into
a time-independent one in a higher number of variables
(Fourier coefficients). By arrangement of all these vari-
ables in one single vector, (26) and (37) can be visualized
as large sets of linear equations with all the M matrices
put together in one single matrix with the Mo s (—inkv)
along the diagonal and the M~'s just above or below the
diagonal. The matrix continued-fraction method is con-
venient to invert a (block-) tridiagonal matrix problem
such as (33) and (39) below.

Like for atoms at rest, we do not need the full r depen-
dence of the correlation matrix but only its integral, and
an explicit integration of (37) yields for the integrated
components
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y(t, t —7.)—:e(t, t —7 ) sin [kv(t —7 )]. (41)

The correlations )t (for fixed t-w) satisfy the same equa-
tion as iII, but when applying the analog of (39) we must
use different initial conditions

~(g ~ g ~) ) ~(n)(0) tnAv(t —~) (42)

as y(t —r, t —~) is given by the right-hand side of (24)
multiplied by sin kv(t —w). Using the same notation for
y as for @ we obtain for the average DL, (16),

2DI. = (hkA) Im(y, ).

0.20

To summarize, the recurrence relation (33) is solved
to obtain the average force I"I, and spontaneous diffusion
coefficient Di [Eqs. (31) and (32)]. The solution of (33) is
also used, via (24), to obtain the coefficients y(") (0) (41)
and (42). These coefficients are then used in an equation
similar to (39) to obtain the integrated y( ), and finally
one obtains the diffusion coefFicient DI, . All quantities
like the Q(")'s and the y(")'s are functions of velocity
due to the presence of v in the recurrence relations.

As an application of the procedures, just outlined, we
present in Fig. 1 the velocity dependence of both the force

I and the diffusion coefficient D = DL, + D~. For the
field parameters we assume 0 = 6~2F and 6' = —3I'.

Our results coincide with the ones obtained by Berg-
Sgrensen et at. [3] based on a derivation from the trans-
port equation approach. As a matter of fact, the equa-
tions applied by these authors for the zeroth moment
(with respect to momentum) of the density matrix in-
cluding also the atomic center-of-mass variables coincide
with the equations for our (u, v, vf) (14) and (19), and
their equations for the Fourier coeKcents of a suitably
defined first moment are identical (except for a factor of
—5k'/2) to the equations for our )t("). The difference
in spirit between the transport-theory approach and the
correlation function approach is that one is performed in
a Schrodinger-like picture in which the system evolves,
the other in a Heisenberg-like picture where the evo-
lution of operators is considered. With the transport
equations one determines the evolution of the system
described by its density matrix (represented in [3] by
a Wigner matrix), and then one "measures" the corre-
sponding changes in momentum and momentum spread.
The approach presented here attributes such changes to
the mean value and the fIuctuations of a known force
operator, which are then calculated directly.

It should be mentioned that the works of Minogin [1]
and of Javanainen [2] do not only address the values of F
and D, but attempt at deriving the equation of evolution
for the atomic phase-space density. The Fokker-Planck
equation, assumed in this work and in Ref. [3], is itself a
result of their derivation.
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FIG. 1. (a) Force and (b) diffusion coefficient, shown as
functions of the atomic velocity for the field parameters
n = 6v 2r, S = —3r.

IV. COOLING AROUND A DOPPLERON
VELOCITY

Having obtained the velocity dependence of the dif-
fusion coefFicient and the force, we can apply these to
determine the accomplishments of laser cooling in differ-
ent situations. We shall here present an application to
cooling around a nonzero velocity.

In Fig. 1(a), we observe the so-called doppleron struc-
tures in the laser cooling force. In a perturbative treat-
ment these correspond to higher-order processes: (n+ 1)
absorptions from one and n stimulated emissions into
the other traveling-wave component of the Beld is res-
onant at (2n + 1)kv = 6 [15]. The force is an odd
function of the detuning b, and over a small velocity
range around zero one obtains cooling with a laser de-
tuned to the blue side, which is in contrast to the usual
scattering-force picture of laser cooling. This velocity
range gets larger when the Rabi frequency and detun-
ing increase, and in the limit of very intense fields the
force and the diffusion are conveniently described in the
dressed-atom picture [16]. Here the doppleron structures
can be interpreted as Stueckelberg oscillations due to di-
abatic (Landau-Zener) transitions between the position-
dependent dressed states [17,18].

Of our interest here is that for a range of Rabi frequen-
cies and negative-frequency detunings the force is not a
cooling force around zero velocity [11]. Instead, we ob-
serve a stable nonzero velocity (vo 0.45I'jk for the pa-
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FIG. 2. (a) Stable velocity vo as a function of frequency
detuning b. (b) Temperature T around the velocity vo as a
function of detuning 6 (solid line). The dashed curve shows
the temperatures around zero velocity obtained with a detun-
ing of opposite sign (see text). The Rabi frequency fl equals
1OI'.

rameters studied in Fig. 1), and suKciently heavy atoms
may be cooled around this velocity. Since the force is an
odd function of velocity, another fraction of the atoms
may be cooled around v = —vo. To apply Eq. (1) we
need the slope of the force and the diffusion coefficient at
v = vo. Both quantities are available from the curves in
Fig. 1, and as we see from Fig. 1(b), the relevant diff'usion
coei%cient is smaller than the v = 0 result by nearly a
factor of 2. This also suggests that cooling around such
a doppleron velocity may be more efficient than around
v = 0. To study this possibility we considered also the
friction and diffusion coefficients at zero velocity. Experi-
ments investigating the effects of the doppleron structure
on laser cooling have been performed [7]. We present
some results relevant to such experiments: with a fixed
Rabi frequency we determine the stable velocity vo as a
function of detuning b [Fig. 2(a)], and from the corre-
sponding slope ct = (OF/O—v) ~„, and the diffusion coef-
ffcient D(vo) we obtain the temperature shown as a solid
curve in Fig. 2(b). The dashed curve shows the temper-
atures around zero velocity obtained with the same Rabi
frequency but with positive detunings (h' ~ —6). The
velocity spread corresponding to the temperature kIBT
should be sufficiently small that the atoms stay within

the range of the linear force; since both F(0) and F(vo)
vanish this suggests that at least g(v ) ( vo be required
for the applicability of the results of Fig. 2(b). Equa-
tion (1) makes this a requirement on the atomic mass.

V. DISCUSSION

We have presented a derivation of the momentum dif-
fusion coefficient for atoms moving in a standing-wave
laser field based on the two-time correlation functions
of the force operator. Considering a Fourier expansion of
the relevant equations we obtained a set of recurrence re-
lations which lead directly to a matrix continued fraction
solution for the quantities of interest, and this provides
a very efficient method for the numerical treatment of
the problem compared, e.g. , with the straightforward nu-
merical integration of the corresponding differential equa-
tions. This is largely so because the solutions (Q and y)
are smooth and well-behaved functions and hence their
Fourier series converge rapidly, whereas the differential
equations have to be integrated over a period of the field,
i.e. , for a time T = A/v, with a time step small compared
to 0,6, and I', which in particular for low veloc-
ities may be very time consuming.

The velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient and
of the force are of relevance to the achievements of laser
cooling. In the general case, a Fokker-Planck equation
must be solved to obtain the atomic velocity distribution,
and as seen from Eq. (1), in particular lighter atoms will
be exposed to the variation of F and D with velocity.
One comment should be made at this point: the semi-
classical analysis of laser cooling requires the atoms to
be heavy, i.e. , the dimensionless quantity MI'/hkz must
be somewhat larger than unity. This enters the approxi-
mations in two different ways. First, via the assumption
of a constant velocity, the force (of order hkl') must not
accelerate the atom substantially (of order I'/k) during
the time ( I' ) required by the mean values and cor-
relation functions to reach their steady state. Second,
we want simultaneously to be able to define the atomic
position well within a wavelength (2vr/k) and the veloc-
ity on the scale of I'/k, without violating Heisenberg' s
uncertainty principle. Note that the quantity MI'/hk
is a constant specific to the atom and the cooling tran-
sition; in Ref. [3], with a value of 19 for this constant,
corresponding to a transition in the Li -ion, the Fokker-
Planck equation with F and D of Fig. 1 gave results in
excellent agreement with an exact quantum treatment.
Since the force is heating around zero velocity, Eq. (1) is
meaningless in this case.

Like in most discussions of laser cooling, only the
position-averaged force and diffusion coefficients are pre-
sented. In case one wishes to retain the full position
dependence, e.g. , in studies of localization effects in laser
cooling [19], it is available from the higher-order coeffi-
cients in the Fourier expansions of Sec. III.

Finally, it should also be noted that the semiclassical
treatment of laser cooling encounters fundamental dif-
ficulties in a number of situations where the time-scale
separation between internal and external evolution (men-
tioned brieHy above in connection with the atomic mass
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criterion) breaks down [20]. Even with the recent ad-
vances in the full quantum treatments of laser cooling
[21,22], one may still, however, anticipate an important
role for the force and the diffusion coeKcients providing
both reasonable quantitative approximations to the ex-
act results and means for interpretation of characteristic
features in laser cooling.
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